
Performance plus peace of mind. That’s the First Fiduciary Advantage.

2017 Starts off on the Right Foot

U.S. equity markets had a good start to the year, extending last year’s solid performance. 

Corporate and consumer confidence surveys have staged a recovery, driven in large part by the 

prospect of a more pro-business tax and regulatory framework under President Trump. It is quite 

early, but the administration’s failure to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act has left some 

market participants wondering how effective future attempts at enacting new legislation will be. 

Geopolitical issues in Syria, North Korea, and Russia add a wrinkle to financial markets that could 

result in increased volatility. Looking forward, we will be searching for confirmation that increased 

economic confidence translates to actual, “hard” data, which we believe will be necessary to drive 

the next leg of stock market advances. In the meantime, First Fiduciary takes comfort in the 

attractive valuation of our portfolio of high-quality, dividend-paying stocks relative to the overall 

market.

During the quarter, the Federal Reserve raised its benchmark interest rate for the second time in 

three months. Importantly, Fed chair Janet Yellen noted that, despite growing market optimism, 

the economy is still growing slowly, and the Fed’s course remains unchanged. It is likely there will 

be one or two more interest rate increases in 2017. We believe the Fed will not risk short-

circuiting the economic recovery by acting too quickly. 

1Q17 Contribution Analysis

An analysis of First Fiduciary’s quarterly return compared to the benchmark S&P 500 Value Index 

showed the largest contributor to performance was in the consumer staples sector.  Our stocks 

strongly outperformed and our weighting was higher, resulting in a positive contribution to 

performance.  In particular, Philip Morris International (PM) increased 24%, benefiting from the 

expected success of its reduced-risk products. 

The largest detractor from performance was in the utilities sector. Our weighting was lower and 

our stocks did not perform as well.   

After a strong end to 2016, commodities suffered a weak first quarter as a basket of diversified 

commodities fell 2.6 percent to start the year. Among the biggest losers was crude oil, which fell 

nearly 10 percent to $50.85 per barrel. The price drop was triggered by a 26 percent jump in the 

oil-directed U.S. rig count, which threatens to overwhelm OPEC’s agreement to cut supply. 

Despite this potential near-term headwind, our three- to five-year outlook for oil prices is positive 

due to the significant under-investment in long-term projects. We are pleased with our holdings 

of financially sound and well-managed energy companies that have historically navigated many 

different oil price environments.
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